Stephen DiCenso
<stephen.dicenso@milliman.com>
03/17/2021 02:19 PM

To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc
Subject PA for DUEAs/MGAs

Hello –
I was reading about A.M. Best’s plan for Performance Assessments for DUEA/MGAs and had one series
of related questions: will A.M. Best be performing its own independent actuarial analysis of historical and
projected profitability of each of the DUEA/MGA’s programs? And/or will it leverage / rely on outsourced
actuarial work already performed for the DUEA/MGA? Is there a best practice standard by which you will
evaluate the DUEA/MGA in performing these types of actuarial pricing/profitability assessments (e.g..
frequency at which they are performed; level of sophistication; etc.)?
Thanks,
Steve

Stephen R. DiCenso, FCAS, MAAA
Principal and Consulting Actuary
Milliman
201 Edgewater Drive, Suite 289
Wakefield, MA 01880-6215
+1 781 213 6330 Office - Direct
+1 781 213 6200 Main
+1 860 919 4794 Mobile

US Captive Awards Winner 2018 | 2019 | 2020
Actuarial Firm of the Year

******************************************************************
This communication is intended solely for the addressee and is confidential. If you
are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken
or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. Unless
indicated to the contrary: it does not constitute professional advice or opinions upon
which reliance may be made by the addressee or any other party, and it should be
considered to be a work in progress.
******************************************************************

John Kassar <john@sageins.com>
03/18/2021 02:37 PM

To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc
Subject DUAE Rating

If a DUAE was to go through the process of receiving a rating however did not like the rating received
will these be published to the public regardless of the DUAE’s stance on the rating?
John Kassar
1298 Prospect Street #1U
La Jolla, CA 92037
M: 858.775.7510
O: 1.833.724.3467

Charles Manchester
<charles.manchester@manchesterunderwriting .
com>
03/20/2021 03:42 PM

To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc
Subject FW: Draft Methodology for the
Performance Assessment for
Delegated Underwriting Authority
Enterprises

This is very comprehensive. I fully support the concept of differentiating the good from the bad. MGAs
want it and insurers want it. As you know, there are difficulties in making it happen reliably.
I don’t really have much feedback on the content of the draft methodology as it is clearly well thought
out. My specific points remain:
What will it cost? Many MGAs are small businesses and won’t have much in the way of

cash to pay for it.
The resource involved. It’s a hard market for MGAs right now and the time investment

here could be huge at a time when everybody is stretched.
I speak to a lot of MGAs. They all tell me that the business they write is very profitable. On

digging deeper, many don’t even understand the concept of triangulations, IBNR and how long
tail business develops over time. They can’t all be making money. Many MGAs probably don’t
know their underwriting results or at least don’t understand them. There is a whole spectrum of
MGAs from those that add value through specialised distribution through to the virtual insurer
and those that focus on the distribution will have little concept of the underwriting. You are
going to need to dig very deep in many cases.
There’s a new breed of capacity provider that fronts for the R/I market. They seem to be

attracting the MGAs that many perceive to be of lower quality. If that is true, they’re going to be
less stable and probably more robust on claims as it’s not their own money they’re spending.
Particularly so if they have loss caps on their quota share arrangements – I know of one UK MGA
that caused its carrier a 9 figure loss – the fronting fee isn’t going to cover that if there’s a loss
cap or if their reinsurers aren’t the best. The MGAs aren’t going to be able to give you detailed
information on these insurers’ reinsurance arrangements – it won’t matter if they’re writing for
AXA or Zurich or the like but it will matter for a much smaller carrier.
Please do keep me informed of developments.
All the best.
Regards,

Charles Manchester
Chief Executive Officer
DDI: +44 (0) 1494 770709
Mobile: +44(0) 7836 744742

Email: charles.manchester@manchesterunderwriting.com
www.manchesterunderwriting.com

Manchester Underwriting Management is continuing to trade as normal, providing our broker friends,
insureds and insurers with the service they are used to.
Whilst many of our staff are working remotely, our usual contact details will enable you to get in touch
with all MUM staff click here.

From: William Mills <William.Mills@ambest.com>
Sent: 15 March 2021 18:56
To: Charles Manchester <charles.manchester@manchesterunderwriting.com>
Subject: FW: Draft Methodology for the Performance Assessment for Delegated Underwriting Authority
Enterprises
Dear Charles,
Apologies for the typo in the email address.
We would very much appreciate your feedback.
Best regards,
William

William Mills
Director - EMEA
AM Best - Rating Services
Market Development
6th Floor, 12 Arthur Street, London EC4R 9AB, UK

Tel: +44 20 7397 0323 | Mobile: +44 7710 967283

From: William Mills
Sent: 15 March 2021 18:42
To: charles.manchester@manchesteriunderwriting.com; michael.keating@mgaa.co.uk
Cc: Nick Charteris‐Black <Nick.Charteris‐Black@ambest.com>
Subject: Draft Methodology for the Performance Assessment for Delegated Underwriting Authority
Enterprises
Dear Charles and Michael,
I hope you are keeping well despite all the challenges of Lockdown 3.

After our VC call back in October, we promised to send you the draft methodology when it was finalised.
I’m now pleased to attach a link to the draft commentary and a press release.
rd

We would very much welcome feedback on the draft methodology by May 3 .
Please do let me know if you have any questions
Many thanks in advance & best regards,
Assessment Methodology (ambest.com)

William

William Mills
Director - EMEA
AM Best - Rating Services
Market Development
6th Floor, 12 Arthur Street, London EC4R 9AB, UK

Tel: +44 20 7397 0323 | Mobile: +44 7710 967283

******************************************************************************
*************************************************
NOTE: Owing to regulatory restrictions, Analytical Staff are prohibited from any involvement in
commercial
discussions. For all commercial matters including rating fee related inquiries in Europe, Middle
East and Africa,
please contact EMEA.Ratings@ambest.com.
A.M. Best Europe - Rating Services Limited.
6th Floor, 12 Arthur Street, London EC4R 9AB, UK.
Tel:+44 (0)20 7626 6264
Fax:+44(0)20 7626 6265
www.ambest.com
The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and
may
contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or
other use
of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the
intended
recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the
material from

any computer.
A.M. Best Europe - Rating Services Limited. Registered in England, Company number 2585837
Registered Office: 6th Floor, 12 Arthur Street, London EC4R 9AB, UK
******************************************************************************
*************************************************

Manchester Underwriting Management Ltd is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority, registration no: 518546.
Manchester Underwriting Management Ltd Registered in England and Wales Company No:
06949244. Registered Office: Link House, St. Mary's Way, Chesham, Buckinghamshire HP5
1HR. This email and its attachments may be confidential and/or protected by legal privilege and
are intended solely for the use of the named recipient. If you are not the intended recipient please
telephone us on (01494) 770700 or contact the sender. In such an event, you should not access
any attachments, nor should you disclose the content of this communication or attachments to
any other person, nor copy, print, store or use the same in any manner whatsoever. Email
transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure, or error free as information could be intercepted,
corrupted, lost, delayed, late in arriving or incomplete as a result of the transmission process.
The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this
message which arise as a result of email transmission.
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) gives you rights over the processing of your
personal data by whoever and wherever it is held.
Manchester Underwriting Management Limited (MUM) is the data controller of any personal
data which it holds about you or processes and MUM will process your personal data in
accordance with data protection laws. Details of who MUM is and where we can be contacted
can be found on our website www.manchesterunderwriting.com. This personal data includes
details such as your name, address and contact details and any other information that we collect
about you in connection with the insurance cover from which you benefit. This information may
include special categories of personal data such as information about your health and any
criminal convictions you may have and may be obtained from you, your representatives and
public records (e.g. criminal records, regulatory records, anti-fraud databases).
We process your personal data for the purposes of providing insurance related services to you
and for business purposes such as fraud prevention, record management and general day to day
business operations. As an underwriting agent for insurers MUM will collect and transfer your
personal data to various parties associated with the services MUM provides to you. The way
insurance works means that your information may be shared with, and used by, a number of third
parties in the insurance sector for example, our group companies, insurers, agents or brokers,
reinsurers, loss adjusters, sub-contractors, regulators, law enforcement agencies, fraud and crime
prevention and detection agencies and compulsory insurance databases. We will only disclose
your personal information in connection with the insurance cover that we provide and to the

extent required or permitted by law.
Details of what information MUM collects, its source, the legal basis for this, who MUM may
pass it to and why MUM does this are set out in MUM’s privacy notice which may be accessed
on MUM’s web site at http://www.manchesterunderwriting.com/contact-us/privacy-notice/. If
you pass us personal data about any third party, you should ensure that they are aware of the
content of this notice. MUM’s policy is to keep any information obtained from you secure and
confidential and only use it for the purposes of providing insurance, or as may be specifically
agreed with you.
Viruses: Although we have taken steps to ensure that this email and attachments are free from
any virus, we advise that in keeping with good computing practice the recipient should ensure
they are actually virus free.

<director@delauth.com>
03/20/2021 06:45 PM

To <Scott.Ryrie@ambest.com>,
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc
Subject Comments on Draft Methodology for
AM Best Best's Performance
Assessment for Delegated
Underwriting Authority Enterprises

Good morning
I am writing to you in my position as Chair of the Delegated Authority Reviewers Association, an
international organisation whose members carry out audits of delegated authority entities on behalf of
Lloyd’s underwriters and other insurers.
We would like to make available to our members on our website a copy of your correspondence
requesting comments from market participants in the insurance industry and other interested parties on
the draft your methodology for "Best's Performance Assessment" (Best's PA) for Delegated Underwriting
Authority Enterprises (DUAEs).
Could you please let us know whether you agree to us sharing your correspondence in this way.
Kind regards
Lorraine Calway
On behalf of:

director@delauth.com
www.delauth.com
This email is sent on behalf of the Delegated Authority Reviewers’ Association (DARA).
The information contained in this message and attachment(s) is intended for the exclusive use of the intended addressee(s). If you receive this
email by error you are not authorised to read, reproduce, use, disclose or disseminate this information. While any attachments have been
checked for viruses, you should rely on your own virus checking programme. To assist us in contacting you, we have stored your name and
email address and any other contact information you have provided to us in our contact databases. Please email us if you wish to tell us of a
change to your contact details, if you wish to be removed from our database or if you do not want us to communicate with you by email.

Russell Myers <RussellM@mirabilis.net>
03/23/2021 07:44 AM

To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc
Subject Comments on Draft Methodology for
AM Best

The difficulty with AM Best is that they are not allowed to issue public ratings on SA
businesses – as the FSCA only allows credit rating agencies that have local
representative offices in SA to issue public ratings.
Your comments and or plans regarding this limiting aspect.
Regards
Russell Myers
Russell Myers
Founder
South Africa: 0861 100 100
International: +27 11 880 8200
Mobile: +27 (0) 82 414 9797
Email: RussellM@mirabilis.net
Mirabilis is an authorised FSP (28190)

Website: www.mirabilis.net

MIRABILIS ONLINE

Online Quotes for CAR (RSA O

RATE OUR SERVICE

Your feedback is important to us

"Beaudoin, Kelly M (Global Specialty)"
<Kelly.Beaudoin@thehartford.com>
03/23/2021 06:27 PM

To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc
Subject Delegated Authority Performance
Assessment [CONFIDENTIAL]
(Encrypted Delivery)

Hi,
I lead the Strategy & Execution team for our Specialty Division at The Hartford and recently saw the
announcement of the AM Best Delegated Authority Performance Assessment work. It seems AM Best is
taking public commentary until early May and I have several leaders on my end who are interested in
jumping on a call to discuss this further and provide commentary in return.
If you can help facilitate this that would be great. Please feel free to give me a call to discuss further.
Thanks,
Kelly
Kelly Beaudoin
Head of Strategy & Execution, Global Specialty
The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc.
One Hartford Plaza | (Tower-4)
Hartford, Connecticut 06155
W: 860-547-3557
F: 860-392-5966
Email: Kelly.Beaudoin@thehartford.com

******************************************************************************
************************
This communication, including attachments, is for the exclusive use of addressee and may
contain proprietary, confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended
recipient, any use, copying, disclosure, dissemination or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you
are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this
communication and destroy all copies.
******************************************************************************
************************

DAVID WANSBROUGH -JONES
<wansbroughjones@msn.com>
03/25/2021 10:12 AM

To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc
Subject Comments on Draft Methodology for
AM Best

RATING METHODOLOGY FOR MGA’S

Dear Sirs,
Many thanks for the chance to comment.
The words ‘horse’ and ‘bolted’ come to mind, but better late than never and since
the present cycle seems to favour MGA’s, for reasons I do not understand, one
can say ‘better late than never!’
Names like Sphere Drake, Trimark, Arpel, VJW, Ridgwell Fox, Gallon, Truss,
Weavers come to mind, some causing more of a shudder than others; what a
good initiative that someone is going to try to clean out the Augean Stables!
I am sure that my points will have been covered in your long draft, and they refer
principally to London market type operations, but I would make the following
brief points:










I think that I am right in saying that neither pricing nor reserving actuaries
are a regulatory requirement. Shocking!
Are MGA’s subjected to any regulation in UK or eslewhere, other than
submission of reports and accounts? Unregulated, I think.
A thorough analysis of the contract between carrier and agent is a must.
Always was, even in the dim, distant past, though were possibly
misunderstood.
Compliance was never a strong point as the goal was for the agent to clean
up from his commission and so good admin staff were surplus to
requirements.
Remuneration and profit commission compared to commission in the total.
Key man and how tied in. How is he tied in to face his responsibilities?
Responsibility and decisions in respect of any run – off? Are they made clear

to carrier and agent? No incentive to run business off properly. Who then
owns and manages the agency?
 The goal of carriers may be very different. Some carriers may want to mark
time and not lose money so as not to lose their underwriting capacity (as in
certain Lloyd’s cases) and others may require a higher profit than feasible.
 Thus, carriers should also be interviewed.
 Added value in a crowded market is usually price – cheap.
If I have reiterated your points, I am sorry, and I am sure there are many more. I
do feel that a few insurance and especially reinsurance archeologists will be
needed so as to see past mistakes made and those waiting to happen as well as
those that are happening right now and noone knows. It’s a good project – good
luck!
With best regards,
David Wansbrough‐Jones
Reinsurance Consultant
8,Rusholme Road,
Putney,
London SW15 3JZ
Skype: davidwansbroughjones
Telephone: +44 (0) 7710 406 254

Jeff Turner <j.turner@miramaruw.co.uk>
03/30/2021 01:08 PM

To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc
Subject RE: MGAs - AM Best Requests
Comments on Draft Methodology:
Best's Performance Assessment for
Delegated Underwriting Authority
Enterprises

Have reviewed the information provided and would state that whilst the methodology used looks to
have covered all the aspects one would consider necessary, I have concerns with regards to the costs for
small businesses (particularly small independent MGA’s). Do you have any thoughts at this time in terms
of cost at this time?
Secondly there needs to be consideration given, based on the size of the DUAE in question – as many
smaller companies outsource various aspects to third party companies i.e. HR, compliance, IT etc – so
should not be penalised for not having this in house. I would go further and state that many small
companies work closely with the insurers actuaries to review and analyse the performance of the
account – so again they should not be penalised, indeed they should be praised for being so transparent
with their insurers!
The reason this is critical is that some of the best (and most profitable MGA’s for insurers) are the small
independent companies – so would not like to see a point where they are not being compared fairly
against a large corporate DUAE.
Hope this assists.

Jeff Turner
Chief Executive Officer
Miramar Underwriting Limited
34, Lime Street,
London,
EC3M 7AT
 020 3794 4474
 07976 533550
 j.turner@miramaruw.co.uk
 www.miramaruw.co.uk
Miramar Underwriting Limited is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registered in England and Wales. Company Number: 06985118. Registered Office: 34, Lime Street, London. EC3M
7AT.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - The information contained in this message may be legally privileged or confidential
intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this message in error, please immediately notify us so that we can arrange its disposition.

From: Nick Charteris‐Black [mailto:emea.ratings@ambest.com]
Sent: 17 March 2021 09:28

To: Jeff Turner <j.turner@miramaruw.co.uk>
Subject: MGAs ‐ AM Best Requests Comments on Draft Methodology: Best's Performance Assessment
for Delegated Underwriting Authority Enterprises

Dear Jeff,

AM Best Requests Comments on Draft Methodology:
Best's Performance Assessment for Delegated
Underwriting Authority Enterprises
AM Best is requesting comments from market participants in the insurance industry and
other interested parties on the draft of a new methodology, "Best's Performance
Assessment" (Best's PA) for Delegated Underwriting Authority Enterprises (DUAEs).
In this draft methodology, AM Best introduces the Best's PA, which provides a framework
for differentiating among DUAEs in the insurance industry. The Best's PA is a
forward-looking, independent and objective non-credit opinion.
AM Best defines DUAEs as a blanket term to capture managing general agents (MGAs),
managing general underwriters, coverholders, program administrators, program
underwriters, underwriting agencies, direct authorizations and appointed representatives.
The PA for DUAEs Methodology focuses on AM Best's approach to reviewing qualitative
and quantitative factors to determine a DUAE's relative ability to perform services on behalf
of its insurance partners. The PA, as outlined in the methodology, includes an in-depth
assessment of the following key components: Underwriting Capabilities, Governance and
Internal Controls, Financial Condition, Organizational Talent, and Depth and Breadth of
Relationships. The PA is an aggregation of the sub-assessment assigned to each
component.
AM Best believes that DUAEs are an increasingly important part of the insurance
ecosystem, with a higher proportion of insurance revenue being generated through DUAEs
in many global regions. The presence and significance of DUAEs continue to rise and their
decisions could financially impact their insurance partners. Assessing DUAEs will provide
transparency to the market and will inform the industry of a DUAE's ability to perform
services on behalf of its insurance partners.
The draft methodology details the information that will be necessary for AM Best to evaluate
the aforementioned key assessment components.

This draft methodology is available at
http://www.ambest.com/ratings/assessmentMethodology.html.
A video discussion about the new methodology with Maura McGuigan, director, Credit
Rating Criteria, and Greg Williams, senior director, P/C, Life & Annuity Composite, also is
available at http://www.ambest.com/v.asp?v=ambmgacriteria321.
Written comments should be submitted by e-mail to
methodology.commentary@ambest.com no later than May 3, 2021. When submitting
comments to the methodology in-box, commenters have the option of requesting
anonymity, but not confidentiality. All comments received through the methodology in-box
that do not request anonymous treatment will generally be published in their entirety, with
attribution to the author/sender at the time of implementation of the methodology.
Regards,

Nick Charteris-Black

Managing Director - EMEA
AM Best - Rating Services
Market Development
Nick.Charteris-Black@ambest.com
Connect with AM Best on LinkedIn

and Twitter

Watch AM Best TV
Winner of 20 International "Best Rating Agency" accolades from 2009 to 2021
Read more about our awards and recognition at: www.ambest.com/ratings/awards.html

Update your details or mailing preferences

Copyright © 2021 by A.M. Best Company, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Your privacy is important to us - please view our Privacy Statement for more information. No part of this report
or document may be distributed in any electronic form or by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval
system without the prior written permission of the A.M. Best Company. Refer to our Terms of Use for
additional details.
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Mark Birrell <Mark.Birrell@Castelmga.com>
04/01/2021 04:40 AM

To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc "Nick.Charteris-Black@ambest.com"
<Nick.Charteris-Black@ambest.com>,
Edward Yost
<Edward.Yost@castelmga.com>
Subject Comments on Draft Methodology for
AM Best

Dear Nick,
Many thanks for your announcement regarding Best’s Performance Assessment for Delegated
Underwriting Authority Enterprises.
We have carried out an internal review of the proposed methodology and are happy with the scope of
the assessment criteria that you will be employing. We agree with your view that business models in
this sector are diverse but feel that the individual components that will make up your review are suitably
broad enough to cover the majority of firms.
With the above in mind, we have no additional feedback and welcome this initiative. We are, however,
interested in the planned implementation and engagement timelines. We would be grateful if you could
provide some guidance on the next steps after the consultation period closes on the 3rd May.
We look forward to working with you on this.
Regards,
Mark

Mark Birrell
CEO, Castel Underwriting Agencies Limited
Ground Floor,
60, Great Tower Street,
London EC3R 5AZ
Telephone: +44 (0)20 3023 3211
Mobile: +44 (0)7799060686
Email: mark.birrell@castelmga.com
www.castelmga.com

Confidentiality Notice
This email (and any attachment) is intended only for the attention of the addressee and may

contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. Its unauthorised use, disclosure,
storage or copying is not permitted. If you are not the intended recipient, please
permanently delete the original, destroy all copies and inform the sender by return email. An
email reply to this address may be subject to interception or monitoring for operational
reasons or for lawful business practices.
Castel Underwriting Agencies Limited (company no. 07774336). Incorporated in England and
Wales, with registered office situated at 33, Gracechurch Street, London EC3V 0BT.
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

04/13/2021 12:05 PM

To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc
Subject Best’s Performance Assessment for
Delegated Underwriting Authority
Enterprises

Please keep comments/questions anonymous.
Greetings AM Best. I work for an insurance carrier that manages the oversight of DUAEs and
have a few questions regarding AM Best's PA for DUAEs.
What entity is the Performance Assessment for DUAE requested by, or in other words, does the
DUAE have to request the PA or can a carrier request the PA be performed on the DUAE? What
will/is the cost of the PA to have it performed on the DUAE? Would there be an agreement
that would need to be signed by the DUAE should the carrier request the PA be performed?
Thank you.

Hewitt Carrie <Carrie.Hewitt@rqih.com>
04/29/2021 04:42 AM

To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc
Subject Comments on Draft Methodology for
AM Best

1 attachment
R&Q Response DUAE 29042021.pdf

Please see attached comments from the R&Q group
Regards
Carrie

Carrie Hewitt
Group Chief Actuary
Randall & Quilter Investment Holdings Ltd
71 Fenchurch Street, EC3M 4BS
Direct Dial +44 (0) 20 7977 0942
Mobile +44 (0) 7500 828 121
Email: carrie.hewitt@rqih.com
Web: www.rqih.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This e-mail has been sent on behalf of a company within the
Randall & Quilter Investment Holdings Ltd. ("RQIH") group of companies. A number of
companies in the Group are authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority,
the Prudential Regulation Authority or other regulatory body. Its contents are confidential to the
addressee and may also be privileged. If you are not the addressee you may not copy, forward,
disclose or otherwise use it or any part of it in any form whatsoever. If you have received this
message in error, please notify administrator@rqih.com and then delete the message and any
attachments accompanying it immediately Though this e-mail and any attachments have been
scanned for viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to put in place their own security
measures and no responsibility is accepted by RQIH or its subsidiary companies for any loss or
damage arising from the receipt or use of this e-mail. Randall & Quilter Investment Holdings
Ltd. is registered in Bermuda No 47341 with registered office at Clarendon House, 2 Church
Street, Hamilton HM11, Bermuda. For details of the registered office, company number and,
where applicable, regulated status of all Group companies, please visit
http://www.rqih.com/about-us/group-companies/

AM Best Proposal for Performance Assessment for Delegated Underwriting Authority
Enterprises - R&Q Feedback

We have read the proposal from AM Best to offer Performance Assessment for Delegated
Underwriting Authority Enterprises (for simplicity, we refer to these as MGAs throughout our
responses). We are providing feedback on the proposal and have the following comments and
questions.

R&Q Program Management Overview
Randall and Quilter Investment Holdings is a key player in the General Insurance program
management market. We have three licensed and rated carriers under the brand name Accredited.
We are the only operator in the global program market to offer capacity to MGAs in the US (both
admitted and non-admitted), Europe and the UK.
In program management, we currently manage more than 48 programs. We have credibility with
MGAs and reinsurers as a reliable partner. Furthermore, R&Q’s ability to move programs between the
US E&S or Admitted markets or to assist MGAs across Europe enhances our reputation as a solutions
provider to our clients. This allows us the opportunity to create new, and strengthen existing,
important strategic relationships with trans-Atlantic MGAs while also creating broader reinsurance
support for our clients.

Practical Issues
From a practical perspective, how will the service be offered and rolled out around the market.
Specifically:
•
•
•
•
•

Will it be on a voluntary first-come-first-served basis or will it be offered first to certain
markets (i.e. US E&S) or have you already identified some MGA who will pilot?
Will the assessments be region or line of business specific or will they apply to all of the MGAs
international business?
Are you able to provide an indication of the costs or fees and will these be expected to be
payable annually?
If an MGA chooses to have their assessment as public, what kind of information will be made
publicly available?
If a number of our own MGA partners request rating assessments, will the outcome of these
be reflected in our own rating?

Criteria
We believe that the criteria that you have selected are appropriate:
•
•
•

Underwriting Capabilities
Governance and Internal Controls
Financial Condition

AM Best Proposal for Performance Assessment for Delegated Underwriting Authority Enterprises - R&Q Feedback
27th April 2021

•
•

Organizational Talent
Debth and Bredth of Relationships.

We also think that your proposed weighting is acceptable, although we note that given your scoring it
will be challenging for any MGAs to achieve the exceptional or excellent assessment categories. Do
you have a view of the proportion of applicants which might be expected to achieve different scores
based on your wider market insight and insurer rating experience?
Some of the scoring criteria are quite vague and open to individual interpretation. Will the scoring
criteria be made more specific? For example, what does timely manner mean? How will you assess
what is appropriate for a certain line of business or territory?

Underwriting Capabilities
Clearly this is of fundamental importance to the success of an MGA. However, each MGA is unique.
Some specifics which we believe you should consider as part of your assessment are:
•

•

•
•

•

•

How would Best take into consideration the experienced Underwriter in a start-up MGA.
Many of the opportunities we see come through an experienced underwriter leaving the
employment of a large multi-national or a Lloyd’s syndicate after many years of service and
starting afresh at an existing or new MGA. Given that the underwriter will not be permitted
(in most instances) to keep detailed historical information on the portfolio he/she has written
for several years but is known as an expert or leader in their field, how would Best assess the
strength of the underwriter?
Will the move of an individual Underwriter move the assessment scores of the old and new
enterprise? If there is a significant shift in the underwriting staff, i.e. lead underwriter resigns
and moves to another MGA, will AM Best develop a re-evaluation criteria within a specified
time period for the impacted MGAs?
There should also be consideration for the Underwriter’s ability to control and move an
already performing book of business.
Some DUAE perform claims and/or underwriting. How well claims are handled by an MGA is
a key performance indicator for us. Many have their own claims team and handle all/some
types of claims themselves, others will use a TPA for all or part of the process. There is no
black and white ‘must have’ in this scenario. In many cases we prefer to see real expertise inhouse but can be very comfortable with some elements being outsourced to a specialist
provider. In either instance we prefer to see a claims manager within the MGA set up so as
to ensure we have a consistent and accessible focal point. How would Best assess these
variations of claims handling?
Consideration needs to be taken of the Underwriting appetite considering the products limits
and complexity. MGA’s which require high limits, distribute products that have a high level of
complexity to underwrite (surety, credit insurance, financial lines, commercial lines),
distribute products with a historical volatile performance, or distribute brand new products
might be limited to find replacement capacity when needed. In this respect diversification of
income stream via different products could be considered as a positive to maintain a stable
income.
How will the number and variety of products be considered within the assessment?
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Governance and Internal Controls
Clearly this is an important topic, however the bespoke nature of MGAs will make it difficult to
compare different entities.
•

•

•

•

•

In today’s business environment the need for technology/cyber controls is an imperative.
Formalised controls, which are monitored constantly, to not only ensure the sensitive
information within an MGA environment but to guard against network attack. We believe it
should feed up into some type of ERM protocol.
Remuneration structure. What is the expectation of best practice here? The aim here is to
understand the overall remuneration structure of the MGA on the side of the business
developers and underwriters. Is there skin in the game or is there no down-side in case of bad
performance of the book. Is the bonus structure of the key people aligned with the
remuneration of the binder agreements?
International MGAs (i.e. UK MGAs writing in EU) need to demonstrate their understanding the
market. MGA’s that deal with cross border business (policyholders in different territories)
require a different set-up to deal with the different complexities to be compliant with local
requirements and general good provisions. This can require investment in people,
subsidiaries in different territories and is a step often underestimated by smaller MGA’s.
Parental support for services. Some MGA will be part of a broader group which will provide
governance type functions. We believe credit should be given to those MGAs with larger
parental support. Access to these services allow an MGA to leverage capabilities otherwise
not offered their competitors of similar size at certain efficiencies.
MGAs often have superior systems with real time data. Will this be built into the expectations
or seen as excellence?

Financial Condition
We consider this to be crucial when assessing our MGA partners.
•
•

•

How much will be affected by the size of entity. How would this be measured: staff numbers,
GWP?
Financial condition based on equity – will bigger MGAs automatically get better scores? We
think that a more detailed definition of “equity” would be helpful. If we are discussing true
Balance Sheet equity, which is independent of a corporate consolidated Balance Sheet, then
some credit should be granted to the wider group. However, we don’t think MGAs should
receive improved scores due to size only.
Credit should be provided for MGAs with the ability to remain solvent over time. This is a
primary credit and execution risk for the fronting carrier as well as insurers when faced with
a run-off concern. We think it is essential to assess the MGAs ability to exist long term beyond
the liabilities.

Talent
The development and retention of talent is key to the long term success of an MGA. We consider that
organisational talent requires more than just Underwriting skills. The leadership team within an MGA
need all of the skills required to run a business, for example HR and people infrastructure.
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We note that IT talent is a requirement in carrying out most of the functions required of today’s MGAs
(i.e. reporting, monitoring, cyber liability or network functionality). There needs to be credit granted
to those MGAs with dedicated IT professionals designing, deploying, and maintaining the various
platforms required to operate.

Relationships
The strength of an MGAs relationships is difficult to measure however it is fundamental to the success
and longevity of an MGA. Established relationships with Insurers, Reinsurers, TPAs, Brokers and other
market specialists is a business enabler.
We note that your assessment scores suggest that having a large number of diverse programs suggests
a higher score however we consider that mono-line or niche MGAs may also have very strong
relationships which should also be able to score highly in this category.

Conclusion
We welcome the opportunity for Performance Assessments to be offered to Delegated Underwriting
Authority Enterprises by AM Best. We will be encouraging our current and potential partners to
participate. Our own due diligence and ongoing monitoring of MGAs is very thorough and robust
however we will be reviewing our procedures to ensure that the considerations that you have raised
are fully reflected in our processes.
We note that the process is likely to be self-selecting, with only those MGAs which believe that they
will receive a positive assessment likely to request the service. In addition, an MGAs which scores
below ‘Strong’ are unlikely to ask for their assessment to be made public.
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Overall, we are positive towards what AM Best are trying to achieve and feel that a 3rd party / objective
assessment of MGAs would initially have a positive impact for the insurance market. The framework is
holistic and allows capacity providers to make assessments of new coverholders, or to get insight into
the quality of governance controls and underwriting procedures that have been measured to a
consistent set of standards across the industry. However, we do think it will be difficult to get MGA /
Coverholder to submit to this process, and the ultimate value will be related to the depth and breadth of
the market AM Best can cover. Also, we are concerned that this will add material costs to an already
expensive model.
Below are comments and questions from












on the Bests Performance Assessment Draft:

How does AM Best intend on getting MGAs to sign up to their new assessment service, to
ensure uptake is meaningful enough across the market to enable insurers to truly understand
who the best MGA companies are from this approach? Will you select MGA’s, or will they
volunteer for the review? What is your timeline to full coverage of the market? We suspect
that this will depend on how much pressure carriers put on the MGA to cooperate with AM
Best. We believe that the uptake by MGA’s may be low. An MGA with a poor assessment from
AM Best would likely struggle to secure ongoing capacity, so why would it be in the interests of
most coverholders to get an AM Best rating? Also, we believe that MGA’s that are independent
or small will not want to submit to this process. Unless it is mandated, most MGA’s will not
cooperate. You may want to pilot this process with large MGA’s that are interested in this
concept.
It appears that after the AM Best analysis has been undertaken, an MGA may elect to have their
PA Score / Status published on the AM Best website, maintain a private rating, or withdraw from
the ratings process. On that basis, carriers might struggle to gain much relative insight if the
worst scoring MGAs can hide away. This option will reduce the PA value.
We have the impression that this approach is more targeted at the large MGA houses rather
than small independents. How will AM Best approach a roll out across the MGA market? Will
you vary the scope or depth depending on the type and size of the MGA? We can see the logic
for larger houses who want to attract capacity, but it could be a significant cost to perform on a
smaller/more niche business which again may bias the nature of take‐up.
Not all coverholders we work with are themselves large organizations where consistent
assessment is possible. Many coverholders are small independents or part of larger MGA /
Broker based organizations. We don’t believe smaller companies will have the desire to go
through a process with a larger credit rating organization and for MGAs that are part of a larger
network / broker group. Also, transparency in the data may be limited.
The types of information that AM Best are looking to assess, particularly on underwriting
performance, is not a straightforward exercise and not publicly available. For example, an MGA
that places business through a subscription market would not necessarily know the IBNR that
each of their capacity providers holds against their account, and many companies do not reserve
at an MGA level. Therefore, we believe there will be certain data limitations that can only be
overcome with involvement from the insurers that provide capacity to the MGA. How will you
assess items that are not public? A true assessment of the performance of the business is likely
beyond the scope of the information the MGA possesses.
It can be challenging to derive a highly meaningful scoring approach around business
performance when there may be such varying degrees of data and information available, or the
analysis requires judgments and projections. For some elements of the assessment, the true











value may be the information available, rather than necessarily the score itself (which may be a
useful indicator, but without context and supporting data could be meaningless).
We are not aligned with the basis of the assessment of the ‘depth & breadth of relationships’
category. It appears from the PA that bigger is better. The process references more programs,
more products, greater number of capacity providers, broad spread of geographies, broad
spread of relationships all as positive features. However, some of the best MGA facilities are the
hard to get on, sticky, niche / specialist portfolios. We think it would be important to properly
account for this type of MGA as well.
We have concerns that in the medium to long term that this may be used as a tool to drive up
acquisition costs. There will obviously be costs involved at any participating MGA to provide
data and work with AM Best to assess the MGA each year, but you can see a scenario whereby
the higher scoring MGAs use the assessment of AM Best as a differentiator / a bargaining chip to
push up their MGA commissions.
The process outlined is extensive, and not dissimilar to the due diligence Insurers would still
have to undertake. Given the engagement levels and AM Best resources (analysts and a rating
committee) the process is not going to be cheap and is duplicative. Ultimately this will add
additional costs to what is already an expensive way to write business and MGAs will doubtless
pass these costs on to carriers, particularly as it is proposed to be an annual exercise. Can any
of the work product underpinning the PA score be used to reduce either the Insurer’s own due
diligence or audit costs to avoid too much duplication or will all the analysis be proprietary to
AM Best. We need this to be cost effective for the market, which means the approach must
have a way to eliminate duplicate work between Best, Insurers and the MGA’s.
Much of the language in the Best PA for DUAE’s document is US focused. Will this be a global
initiative? Are you starting in the US and then expanding internationally, or is this US only?
Has this process been discussed with regulators? Some have their own process to approve
coverholders MGA’s. It would be useful to have this coordinated.
The PA makes reference to how DUAE’s chose and partner with TPA’s, but that is a choice and
relationship generally determined by the Carrier. For example, the carrier often would
determine the claims TPA and not the DUAE.

Tom Kussurelis
<tkussurelis@arrowheadgrp.com>
04/30/2021 03:52 PM

To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc Tom Kussurelis
<tkussurelis@arrowheadgrp.com>
Subject Response to AM Best-Best’s
Performance Assessment for
Delegated Underwriting Authority
Enterprises (DUAEs)

On behalf of Brown & Brown National Programs:
Information Required Per Proposed DUAE Assessment:
The scope of the data requested is vast. As it is described, if all programs within our national programs
division are assessed, the documents will certainly run into the thousands, likely tens of thousands. This
presents several problematic issues, including:
The National Programs division is a decentralized group, which is a key strength, as such the workload to
assemble, review, and submit the documents requested will take considerable effort from key people,
possibly to include the hiring of new resources to assist. The total cost of internal resources, including
onboarding of new teammates to respond to any such requests, could be significant.
Specific loss data it not available in a consistent manner across programs. For example, some programs
have actuarial studies performed by our own in‐house actuaries, others by outside firms, others by
carrier actuaries, others have carrier reports not performed by actuaries, and the myriad possibilities
and variances are nearly endless.
A Supplemental Questionnaire from AM Best was suggested as the starting point for gathering data, a
sample is not provided, so the complexity is unknown, and based on carrier reporting experiences of
individuals on our team it is expected that the tasks related to completing questionnaire are similar in
complexity to providing the data itself, as all data must be viewed to determine if to be included or not.
Performance Assessment:
The Performance Assessment is not a financial rating, rather it is a rating on the DUAE “ability to perform
services”. The 5 assessment areas and related points provided by AM Best for their Performance
Assessment do not align with our standard assessment criteria, which have been developed by a group
of leading experts in our organization with years of industry experience, for example AM Best ranks
Talent as worth 5 points, as it does Relationships, versus 10 points each are available for Financial
Condition, Governance and Internal Controls, Underwriting Capabilities. While we certainly do not
diminish the importance of the latter group, especially underwriting, certainly Talent (people!) is the #1
driver of success in our experience, while also acknowledging that there is a good deal of subjectivity
around talent evaluation.
One of the key motivations for an external industry review is to increase the transparency into a
particular DUAE’s ability to perform. It is not clear that the ranking system as described can be
effectively administered by AM Best, especially across the relatively large number DUAEs and the
optionality to actually participate. The review by AM Best of carriers already includes a detail on DUAEs
with which a particular carrier is engaged. The effectiveness of a DUAE is already subsumed in the
carrier rating from AM Best to some degree. We do not believe ultimately the Performance Assessment
proposed by AM Best as currently contemplated would add transparency to the ultimate rating of
carriers.

Sincerely,

TOM
KUSSURELIS
EVP AND COO
Arrowhead General Insurance Agency, Inc.
701 B Street, Suite 2100, San
CA 92101
Diego,
T: 734 395 6007
tkussurelis@arrowheadgrp.com |ArrowheadGrp.com
CA License #0699809
Producers or policyholders cannot bind, alter or cancel coverage except through ArrowheadExchange.com or in writing by authorized
representative of Arrowhead General Insurance Agency, Inc. or its affiliates. Coverage cannot be assumed to be bound without express
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information intended solely for the addressee. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, copying disclosure, dissemination or
distribution is strictly prohibited. If you received the message in error, please notify the sender immediately by return E‐Mail, delete the
communication and destroy all copies.
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Kevin Daily <kevindaily@cashea.com>
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To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc
Subject Comments on A.M. Best’s
Performance Assessment for
Delegated Underwriting Authority
Enterprises

Dear Sir or Madam,
This is in response to your “call for comment” on the new methodology on Performance Assessment for
Delegated Underwriting Authority Enterprises (“PA”).
C.A. Shea & Company, Inc. is a privately held insurance broker and DUAE, specializing in the placement,
administration, and claims handling of U.S. Customs bonds. Our company has surety relationships going
back over 75 years and has dealt with many different markets over the years to administer their U.S.
Customs bond needs.
We have reviewed the Draft published and believe that, while comprehensive, A.M. Best’s approach to
evaluate a DUAE is flawed in several ways. Our concerns can be grouped into these main areas:


The assertion by A.M. Best that this is not a credit-based evaluation.


The difficulty in objectively comparing private entities and those entities which are
either public or owned by insurance carriers.


How A.M. Best plans to evaluate a niche market.



The difficulty new entities will have getting an acceptable rating.

A.M. Best is a well-respected firm primarily engaged in the credit analysis of insurance carriers. We are
concerned however, that while the PA indicates that it is a “forward-looking, independent, and objective
non-credit opinion” that it is, in fact, a credit analysis of the DUAE. After all, there is a section specifically
for “Financial Condition” of the DUAE that requires the disclosure of financial information. If the aim of
this assessment is truly to render a non-credit opinion, then there should be no need for financial
information.
While many DUAEs are privately held companies there are also a significant number of DUAEs which are
owned by public companies – or even insurance companies themselves. It will be very difficult for a
private DUAE to complete the PA, as presented, without revealing potentially sensitive financial and
market information, which will result in a lower rating. For example:
1. While providing financial and/or operational information may be something the
non-private DUAEs are willing (or even obligated) to do, it is likely that a privately held
company would be reluctant to disclose the private financial and critically sensitive
information as the information may be considered proprietary. Because failure to
provide this information would ultimately impact the private DUAE’s rating, the process
potentially puts them at a serious competitive disadvantage.
2. Disclosure of the contractional relationship and results between the DUAE and its

business partners may violate confidentiality clauses in those relationship.
Based on these significant differences between insurance carrier / publicly owned and privately owned
DUAEs, how can A.M. Best possibly hope to objectively compare such entities?
As outlined in the PA, DUAE's are used by carriers to gain access to niche specialty markets. Many
DUAEs spend years or in some case (such as ours) generations in perfecting their expertise in their
respective markets. How can A.M. Best possibly familiarize themselves enough with each niche in such
a short period of time to offer a worthwhile assessment? For example, comparing a DUAE who provides
car insurance would be quite different than a niche DUAE who provides license and permit bonds.
Additionally, the PA assumes that all companies being rated are existing companies. How does A.M.
Best plan to handle new companies? Most of the items outlined in the PA, including a company’s
experience, premium history, contracts, financial statements, and systems in place, make it all but
impossible to obtain an acceptable rating for a new company – stifling competition and halting innovation.
Further, the PA does not provide any indication of a cost that would be associated with obtaining a rating.
The cost has a potential of being a very meaningful increase in expenses to a DUAE’s operation,
especially when paired with governmental and other 3rd party’s compliance requirements being imposed
on businesses. The financial obligation of yet another third party, asserting their relevance, has the
potential of financially impacting a DUAE at a rate greater than the claimed benefit.
In all honesty, this process seems to serve no purpose other than establishing A.M. Best as the de facto
licensing authority for DUAEs, while passing the cost of this new administrative burden onto the DUAEs
themselves. AM Best appears to expect insurance companies to turn over their own due diligence and
rd
relationship auditing to a 3 party. The DUAE and insurance company relationship is a private,
confidential matter. We believe these business partners would and should expect that their relationship
be kept between those parties.
With our experience in this sector of this industry, we question the need for such a rating.
We hope these comments are considered when determining if the implementation of this process should
move forward.
Respectfully,
Kevin J. Daily
Vice President
C. A. Shea & Company, Inc.
6 Mill Ridge Lane
Chester, NJ 07930
Direct: 908-975-0913
Main: 908-879-0990
Fax: 908-879-2272
Email: kevindaily@cashea.com

Over 75 years of Courtesy & Service
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To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc
Subject Performance Assessment for
Delegated Underwriting Authority
Enterprises - anonymous comments

Good Afternoon,
Thank you for offering us the opportunity to provide anonymous comments concerning the new
proposed Performance Assessment for Delegated Underwriting Authority Enterprises (DUAE).
It was very comprehensive and evident that much thoughtful and expert consideration was given
in creating it.
We agree with the importance of assessing the performance of third party entities which could
have a significant impact related to the financial performance of (re)insurers.
In addition:
We agree with the broad, holistic evaluation criteria that AM Best has developed

to assess the performance of the DUAE.
You may want to consider reviewing the definition of DUAE to confirm that third

party relationships used by an insurer to adjudicate claims is not a DUAE.
You may want to define the amount of gross and net premium managed by the

DUAE as a minimum threshold for evaluation. It is our position that a DUAE under
review should underwrite a minimum of 5% of overall company net premium for an
insurer to be in scope of a performance assessment.
You may want to define the Performance Assessment process for a DUAE which

represents numerous insurers. It is unclear who is submitting information to AM Best
when a DUAE may be representing more than one carrier for the same or multiple
product lines. This lack of clarity could lead to unintended consequences when multiple
carriers are involved.
You may want to further define what impact the Performance Assessment may or

may not have on the insurer’s rating.
Thank you again for this opportunity to comment and please let me know if there are any
follow-up questions to this email.

DISCLAIMER:
This e‐mail message (including attachments, if any) is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If
you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender
and erase this e‐mail message immediately.
This document or any attachment was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, to: (1) avoid tax
penalties, or (2) promote, market or recommend any tax plan or arrangement.
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To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc
Subject Comments on Draft Methodology for
AM Best

have reviewed your
DRAFT: Best’s Performance Assessment for Delegated Underwriting Authority Enterprises.
Our broad comments/questions are as under:
Insurer Engagement
What plans do you have to engage with Insurers/Reinsurers on their views of assigning a PA

rating to a DUAE/MGA and how/if they would use this in their selection/approval criteria for
incepting a new contract or renewing a contract with a DUAE/MGA
It can take many months of due diligence to incept a new contract with an Insurer/Reinsurer

or renew a significant contract – how do you see this will help Insurers/Reinsurers and the
DUAE/MGA materially shorten this process and start trading much sooner
What account is taken of the spread of Insurers/Reinsurers and their financial security ratings

across the business of the DUAE/MGA and the use (if any) of unrated security
Cost
What are your thoughts on the cost of getting and keeping a PA rating and how this cost is

equitably calculated for different sizes of DUAE/MGAs
Some DUAE/MGAs will have separate regulated entities for their business and multiple

business lines within the entities ‐ do you envisage a rating for the “top co” or individual ratings for
the regulated entities and how do you see the costs for “multi DUAE/MGAs” under one ownership
Are monitoring costs of AMB in the process included in the overall cost and how is cost

transparency delivered
How frequently is this rating assigned / re‐evaluated

Underwriting Capabilities
We believe there should be significant credit given (within an agreed format/process) for

“clean” Insurer annual audits as these would be aligned with strong underwriting capability
You say you will look at specific undrewriting elements in the general agency agreement

contract (e.g. premium volume compliance, limit of liability compliance) but as each contract is
carefully negotiated there are other clauses and conditions that can materially improve the outlook
for the DUAE/MGA and have a bearing on the Financial Condition of the DUAE/MGA so will these be
looked at and considered here or in the Financial Condition part (for example: multi‐year
agreements; longer cancellation notice provisions; protection of interests clauses so staff or business
is not solicited; Profit Commission Clauses, Full Delegation v Prior‐submit)
Underwriting performance is obviously part of this and within this IBNR and reserving

processes (both of which are mostly controlled by Insurers) how will you address this when assigning
a scoring to the DUAE/MGA when this process is not fully under their control and can vary from
Insurer to Insurer and portfolio by portfolio?

What other KPIs will you look at at how would you benchmark them (eg. Risk Adjusted rate

Change; Technical v Actual Price Ratio/Benchmarking; Renewal Premium Retention Rates, other)
You reference looking at last 3 years results and would credits be given for longer track

records and cumulative profitability
When you look at diversification will you also look at whether the business mix is long‐tail,

short‐tail or medium tail and could eack affect the scoring if this is a factor
Virual Insurer DUAE/MGA v Basic DUAE/MGA
For us, a virtual Insurer DUA/MGA is one where the underwriting authority is a delegation of

the underwriting process from start to finish and where we decide price, terms and conditions
(rather than a prior submit DUAE/MGA where all terms are individually agreed first by Insurers).
Also, having claims authority and access to actuarial resource would also position a DUAE/MGA as a
virtual insurer. Given this, how do you forsee credit being given in the five categories (Underwriting
Capabilities; Governance & Internal Controls; Financial Condition; Organisational Talent; Depth &
Breadth of Relationships)
Technology
Within the scoring you give a higher scoring to ‘innovative processes and technology” so

would be interested to see how/what you would look at to determine what is innovative to achieve
a higher scoring
Policies and Procedures
How will you make the distinction that not all policies and procedures will be the same for

each company but do need to be proportionate and fit for purpose. If an Insurer has deemed them
appropriate and fit for purpose what else will AMB require and how will they evaluate and score
them
Financial Condition
Are you planning to include minimum solvency / financial ratios and if so what are you

considering
Captive or Risk Bearing Entity
If a DUAE/MGA has a risk bearing entity via a captive or protected cell arrangement or other,

how and where would you give credit for this in your scoring
Longevity
Where you look at a DUAE/MGA with a long history of trading 10 years or greater with an

auditable book of business and Insurer relationships how will/can the scoring vary versus that of a
start up or < 3 years trading
Why wouldn’t you wait until an entity has say at least a 3 or 4 year trading history before

being eligible for a rating
Actuarial
What (if any) actuarial analysis will AMB complete or require especially as you say you are

also looking at “expected future performance”

"Cagnetta, Ralph"
<Ralph.Cagnetta@WillisTowersWatson .com>
05/03/2021 07:19 PM

To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc "Leo, Enrico A."
<Enrico.Leo@WillisTowersWatson.co
m>, "Nusaputra, Adrian"
<Adrian.Nusaputra@WillisTowersWat
son.com>
Subject Request for Comment on Performance
Assessment for Delegated
Underwriting Authority Enterprises

The attached contains Willis Re’s response to AM Best’s Request for Comment on Performance
Assessment for Delegated Underwriting Authority Enterprises. We welcome the opportunity to directly
review our response with AM Best to better understand the criteria.
Regards
These figures should be read in conjunction with the disclaimers included in the attachments from which they have been
extracted.
Ralph Cagnetta
Executive Vice President
Willis Re
Brookfield Place, 200 Liberty Street, 7th Floor, New York, NY 10281
Direct: (212) 915-8412
Mobile: (732) 986-1601
Ralph.cagnetta@willistowerswatson.com
willistowerswatson.com

______________________________________________________________________
For information pertaining to Willis Towers Watson's email confidentiality and monitoring policy, usage restrictions, or for specific
company registration and regulatory status information, please visit
https://www.willistowerswatson.com/en-GB/Notices/legal-disclaimers
Willis Towers Watson is a leading global advisory, broking and solutions company that helps clients around the world turn risk into a
path for growth. Willis Towers Watson has offices in 140 countries and markets. For a complete list of office locations, please click
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You may receive direct marketing communications from Willis Towers Watson. If so, you have the right to opt out of these
communications. You can opt out of these communications or request a copy of Willis Towers Watson's privacy notice by emailing
unsubscribe@willistowerswatson.com [ELD-DEF].
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Please provide more context and maybe provide examples of management experience
requirements. For example, would a former underwriter at an insurance carrier who
starts a DUAE be considered as having “appropriate” or “strong” experience?

General:
 Within the application of the PA criteria is there any unintended bias against smaller
DUAEs? For example, larger DUAEs will have audited financials especially if raising
capital or engaged in M&A, while smaller DUAEs would not necessarily need to incur
additional costs of the annual audit.
 Will Best be engaging with the DUAE directly including those that are owned and
managed by carriers?
 Can a Private PA be made public by the DUAE at any time? How does the rating
relationship change upon that decision?

Ernie Zayicek <Ernie@amresynd.com>
05/05/2021 06:24 PM

To "methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om"
<methodology.commentary@ambest.c
om>
cc Alex Grant <Alex@amresynd.com>
Subject DUAE Draft Comment Period
Submission

AM RE Topics Raised for AM Best DUAE Comment Period
1. According to the draft under Exhibit C.3.: Governance and Internal Control, one assessment is

the DUAE’s partnership with third‐party TPAs. Is it AM Best’s intention to require the use of a
reputable third‐party TPA to receive the highest tier score?
2. Are TPAs included for review/scoring as they are a critical component of the third‐party value

chain for program business?
3. The draft does not mention the circumstance where in‐house TPAs are utilized/assessed and

seems to heavily favor the use of third‐party TPAs. Does AM Best plan to amend the
Partnerships with TPAs section to assess the effectiveness of in‐house TPAs? How does AM Best
view TPAs/claims handling processes that have an element of automation in them?
4. Under the Executive Experience section, it does not mention a financial background check for

executive management. Does AM Best plan to run background checks on the executive
management and the board of directors when applicable?
5. There is a heavy emphasis for the use of Insurtech for MGAs. Does this rating give significant

benefit to those aligned with Insurtech or benefit larger MGAs with more systems or system
complexity? Does AM Best plan to consider the effectiveness of the technology and scope rather
than the sheer size of systems? If yes, how does AM Best plan to measure how effective a
system is and what is their criteria?
6. AM Best measures the number of programs a DUAE offers. Would MGAs who are niche, and

write best in class monoline business be viewed negatively due to this metric?
7. How does AM Best view reinsurance MGAs who provide reinsurance through a fronting carrier,

and ultimately support a primary MGA?
8. Lastly, regarding the structure and performance of the underwriting portfolio, how is the

information verified on the MGA level?
Please do not hesitate to reach out if you have any questions.
Regards,
Ernie
Ernie Zayicek

Chief Operating Officer
1717 Main Street, Suite 2650, Dallas, TX 75201
(w) +1 214 865 6781, (c) +1 917 319 9617
ernie@amresynd.com

